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Across

2. what color of shoes should and Altar server use 

to serve

3. when we say the creed , " and the holy spirit 

was incarnate of the virgin Mary and became man 

we all

5. when you seated you listen to the reading and 

you don't

10. The last person in the line when line up for 

Mass is the

11. please keep your hands folded when you are

15. when holding the Missal I shoul place two hands 

holding the

16. when at the procession before and at the end 

of mass who should lead the procession is who is 

carrying the

19. Torches Should always be used in pairs and side 

by

20. when seated sit

21. After mass I should help the deacon to

23. Is part of Altar server responsability to light the

24. the pall is the hard , square board used over 

the

26. To become an altar server you need complete 

the

28. I must get to the sacristy 15 minute before

29. begin to set the Altar first thing you bring is 

the

31. At the end of the Psalm(before the second 

reading) two altar sever should do what with the 

tourches

33. when the priest goes down for the children's 

collection, beging to set the

34. line up for Mass firs is the

35. when the deacon receive the blessing go stand 

in place of to

Down

1. when i get to sacristy First thing I should do is 

pick may

4. Cross your thumbs and keep your fingers 

pointing to

6. Before Mass i should look

7. The Altar server Job is to assist

8. As an altar serve i should participate at mass 

with

9. when you seated you keep your hand on your

12. Line up up for mass the second is the

13. when you seated you keep your feet at the

14. Hold the book at a 45

17. light the torches with the help of other

18. One of the patron of the Altar servers name is 

St.

22. The book that the priest use at the mass and is 

hold by altar serve is call

25. hold the book at a 45 angle and do not move 

until people said

27. when the deacon Kisses the book, go and put 

the torches

30. After mass I also should place my Cassock and 

suplice back to the close in

32. Bring the Missal out before the of the


